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1. Mission & Principles

1.1 Mission

Several data systems¹ exist which the university community can use to inform decision-making, planning and reporting. The mission of the Data Governance Council (DGC) is to provide oversight to these data systems to ensure data integrity, best practices in data management, reporting standards, information consistency, and security access. In addition, the Data Governance Council is charged (see Appendix A for official charge) with identifying data and reporting needs related to strategic planning priorities and the sharing of business knowledge across divisions to ensure data and reporting optimization related to the latest business practices within units. The Data Governance Council provides compliance with the Higher Learning Commission (HLC) requirements related to institutional data used for accreditation.

1.2 Data Governance Principles

1.2.1 Data must be recognized as a valued and strategic enterprise asset that must be managed effectively.

*Accurate, timely data are the critical foundation for effective decision-making, strategic development, customer-service and are the basis for reducing cost and maximizing returns.*

1.2.2 Data must have clearly defined accountability.

*Data are a by-product of business practice. Therefore, data owners, data stewards, and data custodians must control classification and use of data including change management.*

1.2.3 Data must be seen as cross-functional, not siloed.

*Data exists in an ecosystem of cross-functional dependencies where shared business practice knowledge is necessary for data processing and deployment.*

1.2.4 Data integrity must be defined and managed consistently across the data life cycle.

*Data must have defined business use validity, reliability, and quality from data entry to data retention.*

1.2.5 Data must be managed to follow internal and external rules.

*Security over data compliance and access to data is required to protect data of individuals and the institution.*

¹ Data systems encompass Wichita State University ERP system-Ellucian Banner, non-Banner Enterprise systems and managed data systems including Business Intelligence and Predictive Modeling (BIPM), University Assessment Data Storage (UADS) and External Reporting Data (ERD). While largely dependent upon transactional databases (e.g., Banner), managed data systems are curated data configurations designed for ETLs, data quality audits, reporting and statistical analysis, and include data customizations, aggregation, imputation, forecasting, simulations, and AI related machine learning.
2. Data Governance Structures:

2.1 Data Trustee (DT) Level

Data Trustees are executive level officers (i.e., President, Vice-Presidents) who have the authority to establish strategic planning priorities and reporting needs regarding data systems that impact functional users. They address disputes that arise from the Data Management Committee, provide resolutions, and can assign members where appropriate.

2.2 Data Management Committee (DMC) Level

The Data Management Committee is comprised of divisional units representing functional users who access data systems along with support groups that serve as a technical advising body. Membership is perpetual unless re-assigned by Data Trustees or vacancies.

Duties of the DMC include:

- Establish data governance policies and procedures as they relate to data systems.
- Identify data and reporting standards to meet the strategic planning priorities established by the Data Trustees.
- Assign security level access to data systems, regulatory compliance and privacy protective standards.
- Establish reporting metrics for consistency in information reporting.
- Manage metadata documentation of data systems including a glossary of reporting terms and assurance of data quality.
- Perform annual evaluation of data system components and functional user access.
- Share among committee members new and emerging business processes that impact data systems.

In addition to the above duties, the DMC can assign sub-committees and task forces as needs arise. DMC members can serve as data custodians. The Chief Data Officer serves as the DMC meeting moderator. DMC members are responsible for identifying Data Custodians within their divisional unit. The Office of Planning and Analysis (OPA), along with its technical support role, is responsible for meeting minutes and archiving DMC documentation.

Support groups serve to provide technical assistance to the DMC in terms of data/system operations and implementation of data storage, security, and reporting. While support groups are non-voting members in terms of data content and reporting standards, they can provide technical information on implementation feasibility and security. Serving as non-voting ex officio members, they may engage in discussion and make formal motions.

The DMC manages the metadata reporting term glossary which is to be publicly accessible to all university users of the managed data systems. The glossary serves to maintain clarity of reporting term usage and consistency across reports. The DMC also establishes single-source-of-truth (SSOT) and single-version-of-truth (SVOT) for metadata related data systems.

The DMC has no authority to change business practices or processes within units but can serve to provide recommendations to units on best practices and their impact on data reporting. The DMC shall report violations of security policy and may discontinue data access if found in material breach of policy.

Only DMC Data Owners and compliance officers have voting rights. In cases where a vote is required, all voting DMC members have one vote in which a simple majority defines the outcome. DMC voting members may request a second vote post discussion of the first vote. In the case of a tie vote, the issue goes to the Data Trustee level for resolution. A simple majority of data owners constitute a forum for voting.

DMC has the authority to call a Data Governance Council meeting which includes a full member roster of DMC (voting and support) and Data Custodian members. In addition, the DMC may elect to invite relevant Data Custodians or other university personnel to a DMC meeting. All deliberations and actions by the Data Management Committee including priorities and/or resolutions made by the Data Trustees
will be made accessible from the Office of Planning and Analysis (OPA) including by-laws, organizational member chart, minutes, policies and procedures, glossary of reporting terms and contact information.

2.3 Data Custodians (DC) Level

Data Custodians play the role of data accountability within their functional area. Accountability comes in three dimensions:

1) identification and correction of data entry errors identified by functional users and the DMC.
2) communicating to their DMC representative of new and emerging business practices that impact data and reporting.
3) advising the DMC of data source issues (e.g., discontinued data stores, preferred indicators) for managed data system builds.

Data Custodians are nominated by their representative divisional DMC member and may be called to attend a DMC meeting as needs arise.

3. Roles:

3.1 Data Governance Database Roles (individuals may occupy multiple roles):

- **Data Owners**: data access
  Data Owners oversee security access, use and content of data domains. Data domains are defined as data storage elements typically segregated by functional area (e.g., finance, human resources, student). These data domains may cover a large set of functional offices that comprise data Stewards and data Custodians. For example, while the Registrar is the data Owner of student data (Saturn in the Banner System) for authorizing data access, the director of admission is the data Steward for the admission related tables as that person possesses the ability of having specific business practice knowledge related to that functional area.

- **Data Stewards**: data policy
  Data Stewards establish data management policies related to functional offices for operational processing including security and reporting compliance. Data Stewards are business practice knowledge experts for their respective functional area and have the authority to make operational changes that impact data management and operational processing.

- **Data Custodians**: data maintenance
  Data Custodians oversee the deployment of policies established by the data Steward including data maintenance of operational transactional data systems. Their duties include data quality, integration of data with internal and external data systems, system upgrades, internal audit reporting, identification, and remediation of system failures. In addition, custodians are responsible for informing the data Steward of any technical changes in the database tables that occur during system upgrades or system maintenance.
4. C-Suite Related Roles and Coordinating Bodies

4.1 C-Suite Compliance Officers

*Chief Data Officer* (CDO) a senior-level compliance executive officer reporting to the Executive Vice-President and Provost.

Chief Data Officer oversees enterprise data governance, content, and use of all university enterprise data systems related to informational assets. **Data Governance** includes overseeing the establishment of data governance policies, data standards, reporting standards and coordinating the Data Council and Data Management Committees; working with Data Owners/Stewards/CIO/CISO to manage security access, compliance, and accountability. **Data Content** includes overseeing data quality, quality audits and accountability, data integrity, validity and reliability, identification of key performance indicators, overseeing implementation of new or modified software systems to ensure correct integration with university data systems, design, and development of data warehouses for reporting and analytics and vendor api data. **Data Use** includes overseeing reporting and deployment of reporting standards, security access to data sources, compliance with state and federal laws on data privacy, vendor api, development of advance analytics (descriptive, analytical, predictive, and proscriptive) and artificial intelligence.

*Chief Information Officer* (CIO) a senior-level compliance executive officer reporting to the Chief Finance Officer.

In addition to establishing operational standards and protocols, the Chief Information Officer oversees infrastructure, development, security, and services. **Infrastructure** includes overseeing data centers, networking, life cycle management, system integration, power systems and related redundancies, storage, archiving and recovery. **Development** includes application design and deployment, web-based systems, change management, data warehousing storage, enterprise reporting, and functional office programming. **Security** includes system and record level access security, identity management, and electronic facilities access. **Services** include desktop and device support, client IT configurations, IT purchases, device inventory, software licensing and deployment.

*Chief Information Security Officer* (CISO) a senior-level compliance executive officer reporting to the Chief Finance Officer.

Chief Information Security Officer oversees security governance, compliance, and monitoring. **Security** governance includes the creation of security policies and protocols, development of risk avoidance and compliance education. **Compliance** includes establishing protocols for compliance standards, reporting to internal-external agencies on compliance performance, working with university constituents to define and comply with identity management and record access. **Monitoring** includes overseeing efforts to identify information risk, establishing performance reports on security compliance and risk avoidance.

*Chief Privacy Officer* (CPO) a senior-level compliance executive officer reporting to the Chief Information Security Officer.

Chief Privacy Officer oversees privacy governance, management, and guardianship of personally identifiable data (PID). **Privacy governance** includes establishing privacy policies, protocols, and standards surrounding access, use, storage, and sharing of PID base upon PID regulations, legitimate business needs, and with beneficence for data subjects. **Privacy management** includes documenting data management lifecycles of PID; ensuring compliance with privacy principles and standards concerning PID through training and monitoring; establishing transparency for data subjects concerning PID collection and use; and assessing risk to the individual and institution in activities involving use, sharing, access, or storage of PID. **Guardianship** includes having an ethical and fiduciary responsibility to data subjects while working with Data Owners/Steward/Compliance Officers to establish a balance between an individual’s agency over their data and university needs.

The 4 C Suite roles: In layperson terms, a **CIO** builds and maintains a sandbox, the **CISO** constructs a fence around the sandbox, the **CPO** and data owners, defines what sand stays in and leaves the sandbox, and the **CDO** governs what happens in the sandbox.
4.2 Coordinating Development and Advisory Bodies

**Enrollment Services (ES)**

Enrollment Services, charged by the president in 2014 to coordinate operational processing and strategic development among the core student functional offices of the Registrar, Admissions, and Financial Aid; Chief Data Officer is an at large member and only members have voting rights. Members hold Data Owner/Steward level policy making ability or oversite of university data governance (CDO). The Director of Enrollment Service convenes and moderates' meetings. The ES Director can invite other university office representatives to attend meetings as needed. New ES members can only be approved via a unanimous vote among current members and meet the standard of being a Data Owner/Steward. Primary ES objectives are to share current business practice knowledge across offices, coordinate new and modified data related systems, oversee change management on related enterprise systems, align operations to university and strategic enrollment management goals, ensure compliance practices are being enforced, develop and test data management initiatives (e.g., data retention policies), compile and provide curated data reports for strategic initiatives, and develop new initiatives that impact recruitment, enrollment and/or operational processes.

*Enrollment Services is an extension of the DMC in allowing a focused team of core operational offices related to student admission, financial support, and enrollment to operate without burdening the larger body. ES oversees the primary line of business customers (students) which are classified as Master Data. In the event of a discussion or decision that would impact non-ES units or university data management policies, ES would be brought back to the DMC for discussion and final voting by the whole body.*

**Risk Advisory Committee (RAC)**

The Risk Advisory Committee serves as an advisory body to the Data Management Committee on matters related to privacy, classifications, and regulatory compliance (including FERPA, HIPAA, NSPM-33 and others) of data. The RAC's mission is to identify, evaluate, and mitigate risks related to privacy, FERPA, HIPAA, and other security/compliance regulations and practices. Membership includes the Chief Data Officer, the Chief Information Security Officer, the Chief Privacy Officer, General Counsel, and Registrar. Duties include annually reviewing current data classifications including PII data inventory and university FERPA related directory information; evaluation of current data management initiatives and policies in development regrading compliance/risk; strategically develop policies, procedures, and standards to meet compliance and mitigate risk; provide to the Data Management Committee new or emerging developments in privacy/compliance and risk mitigation.

**Technical Data Coordination Teams**

The Office of Data Governance (ODG), Office of Planning & Analysis (OPA) and Information Technology Services (ITS) partner and coordinate the development, maintenance, security, and use of curated and university enterprise systems including university data management.

- **Office of Data Governance** provides data scientists who develop and maintain the Business Intelligence & Predictive Modeling System (BIPMS), metadata (both business & technical) for university enterprise and BIPMS systems, data quality, data integration, data architecture, and data modeling and design.

- **Office of Planning & Analysis** provides research analysts who extract and compile data from curated and university enterprise data systems for federal/state and other regulatory compliance reporting, university assessment and analysis, ad-hoc institutional requests, and manage data request and access security.

- **Information Technology Services** provides server infrastructure, application development, enterprising reporting platforms, data warehouse storage, and system security.
5. Data Access, Privacy and Transfer Authorization:

5.1 Data Owner Role in Data Access

Data owners play a key role beyond that of establishing data governance and policy over their data domains; they also manage who and for what purpose individuals or entities have access to data under their jurisdiction. Beyond authorized staff within their lines of reporting, whether persons or entities who ask for aggregate or record level data, data owners must authorize data access, ensure that the data provided aligns with the data request, and stipulate any restrictions on use or retention of data provided, including training if so noted.

5.2 Privacy Role in Data Access and Transfer

Privacy is the ability to exercise control over one’s self through understanding the decisions made about our personal data, and the power to act based upon freedom from external control or influence. It is a complex issue that is broader than confidentiality, and related to, but sometimes in direct conflict with security. Privacy includes additional principles like data minimization, data subject rights, purposeful specification, ethical use, consent, and notification. When it comes to data exchange, only data that are needed, not requested, is the standard; and even in the case of ‘needed data’, privacy takes precedence over need.

The Chief Privacy Officer must ensure that data are managed with appropriate Guardianship by establishing due diligence in balancing personal autonomy regarding data with the needs of the institution. Personally identifiable data must be used, accessed, shared, and stored based upon legal, ethical, and fiduciary considerations. Privacy has to be weighed against other societal values and has to be balanced between risks to the Person versus the Institution. This is achieved through consultation, impact assessment, and implementation of mitigation strategies for data access and transfer requests.

5.3 Submitting Data Request

The Office of Planning & Analysis (OPA) serves as a central point of submissions for data requests, both aggregate and record level data. The OPA website (www.wichita.edu/opa) directs individual/entities who are seeking aggregate or record level data to the Data Request Form (DRF) (see Appendix B). Active students requesting data for research must have Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval. Aggregate data may have masked cell data (denoted by “<5”) to protect the identity of an individual student or employee. Submitters are asked to complete a statement of intent that includes a declaration of:

- Reason for the data request and how the data are to be used or deployed.
- The target population
- What data fields are to be delivered?
- Who will have access to the data?
- Where and how will the data be stored
- Procedure for deleting the data once the project or task is complete.

Once OPA receives the DRF submission, it is forwarded to the appropriate data owner who may ask the submitter for clarifications related to the request. If the data owner authorizes the request, they will work with OPA to ensure the proper data are provided, any training that may be required of the submitter (e.g., Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act FERPA) and any compliance or data retention requirements. If the data request is denied, the submitter may appeal the denial decision by submitting an email to the Chief Data Officer who will forward the appeal justification and all related documents to the General Counsel Office.

If the DRF submitter is not an active student or employee, or is an active student or employee who is seeking data that will not be used for approved student research or tasks directly related to an employee’s current job requirements, OPA will notify the submitter to seek approval from the General Counsel Office (www.wichita.edu/openrecords). If approved by the General Counsel Office, OPA will send the request to the appropriate data owner and assist in providing data as defined by the General Counsel Office. For non-university individuals/entities, or university active students or employees seeking data not related to approved research or their job requirements, who are not approved for data access by the General Counsel Office, see the General Counsel Office’s appeal process.
5.4 Qualtrics and Survey Data

Qualtrics is the only institutionally authorized software for conducting surveys and is free of cost for eligible faculty, staff & students. The WSU Administrator within the Office of Planning and Analysis (OPA) serves as the central point of administration of Qualtrics Survey Software access and related survey data. The OPA website directs users to contact the Qualtrics WSU Administrator for access. The website also includes a survey Contact Request Form.

Accessing Qualtrics
To gain access to Qualtrics, users must be a current university employee, or an active student as indicated by the Banner data system. Students must have a faculty or staff advisor to set up a Qualtrics account. Qualtrics users must sign into the software through the Central Authentication Service and therefore must have a myWSU ID. Currently, WSU Tech employees are not eligible for Qualtrics accounts. The Qualtrics accounts of inactive employees and inactive students are deactivated each Fall semester.

Once an account is requested, the Qualtrics Administrator will send the user a registration survey in which they will provide personal contact information and the contact information of their faculty/staff advisor if they are using Qualtrics as a student. Upon receipt of the registration survey, the user’s Qualtrics account is manually activated by the Qualtrics Administrator.

Requesting Data
Qualtrics contact lists requests can be made by eligible faculty, staff, or students. Students must have the permission of a faculty/staff advisor. To request a contact list, users must complete the Contact Request Form on the OPA website and submit it via email to the Qualtrics Administrator in OPA.

A contact list can be requested to distribute a survey to a large population of faculty, staff, and students affiliated with the university. Contact lists include first name, last name, and email address. The Contact Request Form asks for the following information:

- Reason for the data request and how the data are to be used or deployed
- The target population
- What data fields are to be delivered
- Who will have access to the data
- Where and how will the data be stored

Once the Contact List Request is received, the form is reviewed and approved at the discretion of the appropriate data owners. Once approved, the Contact List is uploaded to the user’s Qualtrics account by the Qualtrics Administrator.
5.5 Third-Party Vendor Data Transfers

In accordance with university policy (19.18), the Data Management Committee is charged with reviewing any proposed contractual relationship with third-party vendors that involves the transfer of data from any enterprise information system, whether in aggregate or record level format, before the contract is finalized. Sponsored research related contract proposals are excluded from the review per policy (19.18). The contract proposal review applies to any new or renewal of third-party vendor data transfer relationships. This review is not a substitute for required department or management review of agreements. Departments such as General Counsel may leverage findings from DMC as part of their department processing.

The purpose of the Data Management Committee’s review of 3rd party Vendors is to determine the following:

1. What is the problem/objective that is trying to be solved/addressed?
2. Does the proposed vendor solution fully address the problem?
3. Are there current contracts that provide a similar solution?
4. What is the data scope (population scope, data parameters to be delivered to vendor, number of potential records to be transferred, frequency of transfer)?
5. What Personally Identifiable Information (PII) related data is being transferred or stored by the vendor solution?
6. How will vendor flag for removal from use in the vendor platform the case of a person (e.g., student, employee) which should no longer be displayed in the platform (e.g., deceased, no longer active student or employee, has WSU trespass hold)?
7. How will the data be used by vendor and WSU staff?
8. Who will have access to the vendor solution, what data elements will they have access to, and have they been given clearance to view such data?
9. Can the data compilation and transfer be scaled appropriately and automated (e.g., is source data at WSU contained in Banner or other enterprise data systems)?
10. Does the proposed solution meet legal, policy and compliance requirements or have additional requirements as part of the implementation?
11. Have you created a post implementation review process to report whether the platform is meeting expectations including key metrics to track performance?
12. Has funding been secured for this project?
13. What is the expectation of when this project will be started and completed?

Units may submit their request for third-party vendor proposed contracts through the OPA website (to be determined). Submitters should allow a minimum of three weeks for DMC to complete their review barring time-delays related to vendor feedback.

In addition to the DMC review process articulated above, any 3rd party entities must also have a security review of their systems performed by InfoSec & ITS, review of accessibility standards by the Media Resource Center, review for FERPA from the Registrar and General Council, and a review of privacy standards from the Chief Privacy Officer.

See below for the workflow diagrams for processing 3rd party vendor reviews.
Excluded 3rd Party Vendor Services and DMC voting rights:

The institution has a limited subset of services that are excluded from voting for one or more of the following reasons:

- Legal encumbrments as the institution is compelled to use the product or service.
- Requirements from the State of Kansas or Kansas Board of Regents.
- Discontinuation of the service would be logistically infeasible as it is core to the basic operations of the institution with no viable alternative.

Excluded services shall be renewed following the same 3rd Party Vendor Data Transfer process, except there will be no vote taken. Additional controls and areas of risk may be noted and discussed. Excluded services require that after renewal review at the DMC, that the Chief Data Officer and Chief Information Security Office sign off in lieu of the DMC vote to express approval or disapproval for public record.

5.6 Vendor Out-Bound Data Inventory

Office of Data Governance is responsible for compiling an inventory of data that is transferred to 3rd Party Vendors including API job name, vendor, vendor platform, database source, table name, column data. These data are reviewed by the CISO, CPO and Registrar to flag data elements that are PII, FERPA, HIPAA and other data classifications. Vendor data are reviewed annually and are part of the Third-Party Vendor Data Transfer review for new and renewal contracts.
6. Master Data Management, Data Quality, Metadata, Data Integration

6.1 Master Data Management and Data Quality

While the scope of what Master Data Management (MDM) encompasses has grown over the years, at its core is the ability to identify your customer, what they have purchased and how to contact them. It is imperative that these data elements are accurate and complete throughout the entire data lifecycle, from the point of data entry to data retention. The Office of Data Governance is charged with overseeing data standards and compliance. Relative to MDM, that oversight comes in three forms:

1. Data entry standards training and documentation
   1.1. The document "Data Entry Standards for General Person" is provided to all staff who create person records in Banner focusing on minimizing duplicate IDs (including what to do when one is found), approved punctuation and format standards for contact information (e.g., address, phone, email), and selected demographics. This document is provided during new employee training and available on the Office of Data Governance website.

2. Data Entry Standards Annual Review
   2.1. All staff who create person records in Banner are required to complete an annual data entry review performed via the web that asked them to choose the correct data standards for all topics covered in the Data Entry Standards for General Person document. Failure to complete the annual evaluation results in the staff losing their ability to log into Banner.

3. Data Quality Audits (includes core MDM areas mentioned above and all other data elements identified by business units or technical/analytical units)
   3.1. Data quality audits are performed daily that identify potential errors in key business elements for functional offices (e.g., admissions, financial aid, registrar). Functional office Data Stewards / Data Custodians are expected to correct errors in Banner as soon as possible and no later than 48 hours, delays subject the unit to review by the Data Management Committee.

6.2 Metadata

Metadata, commonly referred to as 'data about data', are the actions that provide governance and management of data assets, articulating business and technology dimensions, standards, policies and sharing of business knowledge. Metadata provides a centralized repository of current business practice knowledge that can be shared among IT and other business units to ensure proper data integration, system data interoperability, use and regulatory compliance. Metadata also ensures across the organization agreed upon Single-Source-of-Truth and Single-Version-Of-Truth. The Office of Data Governance oversees the compilation of Metadata across business units, IT and analytic users.

There are five types of Metadata:

1. Business: defined by the business unit and articulates data’s purpose and meaning, cross-functional use partners, approved use, security access, and regulatory compliance
2. Operational: defines the transactional processes for data entry into the data system (MDM) which includes data standards for data entry and data quality audits.
3. Structural: also referred to as physical or table metadata, defined by the technical data architect, describes the data source within the enterprise system architecture and data table parameters; this includes conceptual, logical and physical modeling.
4. Navigational: defined by analyst in charge of data extraction-transformation-loading (ETL) processing including data curation, describes the lineage of data, especially in relational databases necessary to say where the data comes from and any modifications to it in the process of extraction.
5. Analytical: describes any curation to data for reporting and/or analysis.
Examples of common Metadata:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Metadata elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business</strong></td>
<td>data domain / owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data steward / custodian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross-functional relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>term definition / reference list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key Business Element (KBE) (also defines data quality need)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key Performance Indicator (KPI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifecycle</strong></td>
<td>Master Data Mgmt. (MDM) classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data type/formats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>source code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lineage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data integrity-- validity &amp; reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data scheduling period based, event, on-demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reference/validation source &amp; values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data quality audits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data curation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>data storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3rd party vendor transfer inventory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Compliance</strong></td>
<td>data classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>retention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>security access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>regulatory compliance &amp; reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance</strong></td>
<td>change management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>approval documentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>periodic review cycle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to cataloging data elements, term glossaries, source code related information, it also includes institutional articles of interest (e.g., what is Pell eligibility, immigration compliance for students, reporting date of birth and age) and compliance protocols. This provides a centralized location for all to come to for data information. Metadata is as much a compliance as it is a governance component. Metadata provides collective agreement on how data will be managed and used, which provides the ability to enforce compliance.
6.3 Data Integration

Proper data integration is critical for SSOT, SVOT, accurate data extractions, system interoperability, and current business practice knowledge. Those tasks are done by an array of functional, technical, and business analysts. To ensure that all parties involved in the process have an equal voice in defining data integration and enhancements, the Tri-fold Governance Data Integration methodology is deployed. This process ensures that parties outside of the business unit who see potentials to increase data value or reduce risk, whether for business needs or system performance, can be initiated.

**Tri-fold Governance Data Integration**
Moves away from a traditional project/service model to a system/team model where all participants have an equal voice and can initiate change in the interest of the business unit, technology, analytics, and/or system change.

**Team Members in SER Process**
- **SME** = subject matter expert
- **ETL** = extract-transform-load specialist
- **RPT** = report specialist

**Traditional Linear Model**
Traditional method is project based in which the subject matter expert instructs the ETL specialists and report writers in what is needed. This makes IT largely a service unit, incapable of suggesting new or modified changes that would benefit the business unit and/or system.

**Triangulated Confirmation (SER)**
Tri-fold Governance is system based in which any of the three parties may independently suggest a new or modified process that enhances the system. A partnership model where each entity is a partner, rather than a service unit, working as a collective team.
Data are assets which must be managed in service of business needs, not technology needs. Business defines what data are important, which data should be given data quality priority, defines what the data means, how long data must be retained, which cross-functional offices use the data, what's the business practice that creates the data. Once business metadata are defined, technology solutions (e.g., data quality, storage, analytics) can be implemented to automate data standards and curation for use.
Because data are an asset that can be utilized indefinitely, even beyond the business transaction, data governance must extend to cover all facets including cross-functional use, reporting and analytics.

Data/Information Hierarchy and Dependencies

**USERS**
- Data Scientists & Researchers
- Business Analyst & Enterprise Reporting
- Data Governance (DMC)
- Functional Offices

**FUNCTIONS**
- **Analytics**
  - Delivering data-driven action outcomes. Includes data curation for statistical analysis and hybrid data warehousing, imputation and scale development, inferential bivariate & multivariate analysis, predictive to prescriptive analytics, clustering, forecasting, machine learning, neural network modeling, etc.
- **Business Intelligence BI**
  - Where we’ve been and where we are today. Includes both reporting and data warehousing (limited curation), univariate with limited bivariate analysis, audit reporting, historical trend data, compliance reporting, gains/loss outcomes, graphics, dashboards & scorecards.
- **MetaData**
  - “Data about data”. Includes data owner governance, custodians management, term definitions, source code, data lineage, data classification, reference data, cross-functional relations, data profiling, data quality, lifecycle maint. security access.
- **Transactional**
  - Base transactional data, includes auxiliary and vendor systems

Dependencies
8. Data Management Activities Overseen by Data Governance Policies

8.1 Metadata Management: Details data ownership, cross-functional relations, business practice knowledge, terminology definitions, Key Performance Indicators (KPI) / Key Business Elements (KBE) [for both unit and enterprise needs], source code, reference data, logical and physical data structures and change management workflows.

8.2 Data Quality Management: Quality control management over defined data entry elements to ensure accuracy for business use and information integrity among cross-functional relationships. Includes determining data criticality (what data to audit), data profiling (anomalies, out of scope values, within scope values, distribution normality), root cause analysis and prevention, automated audit reports, and managing data quality over the data lifecycle.

8.3 Data Architecture: Articulation of data system components, relationships, dependencies, data flows and lineage of physical system infrastructure.

8.4 Data Modeling & Design: Articulation of data flows related to a business outcome (e.g., enrollment, degree completion), what and how data are related, data sources, and curation of data.

8.5 Data Storage and Operations: Documentation, procedures, workflows related to system maintenance and upgrades, backups, security access, and ongoing system performance monitoring.

8.6 Data Security: Security policies and procedures, proper authentication including Identify Access Management, preventative education, and ongoing monitoring.

8.7 Data Integration and Interoperability: Defined rules for ETL management, source code, load-balancing, monitoring to remove duplicate unique key records, management of semantic data element conversions across systems (source to storage to deployment),

8.8 Document and Content Management: Pertains to policies and management of data elements outside of physical systems including unstructured data. Includes lifecycle management, storage, access, index systems for classifications and information retrieval.

8.9 Reference and Master Data: Data elements that are used by multiple business units (e.g., contact information for address, phone, emails). Includes management of rules for common usage, security access, data quality management, and change management.

8.10 Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence: Establishment of rules and procedures for data storage to meet reporting and analytics needs across the enterprise. Includes managing storage optimization, minimizing data duplication, ensuring data integrity from source to data mart, data dictionaries and lineage mapping, provisioning data access, data lifecycle management including data retention.
TO: David Wright
CC: Tony Vizzini, Gina Crabtree, Bobby Gandu, Lois Tatro, Vince Altum, Richard Muma, Jason Holmes, Jim Rogers, Tiffany Franks
FROM: John Bardo
RE: Data Management Task Force

The ability to make informed decisions, strategic planning, performance assessment and identify risk is contingent on having in place a well defined data governance process that spans divisional units and addresses all university wide data information systems. For those information systems to be effective, we must have a collaborative representative body that oversees data quality, consistency in reporting and clarity of information terminology. In addition, it is important that this body provide guidance and recommendations on what serves the university best in business performance management and information supportive of strategic planning.

The body charged with these responsibilities is the Data Management Committee. The scope of this charge is inclusive of all data information systems (Banner and non-Banner systems) and must include a representative body of core functional leads across all divisions with support from technical units. In addition to the data governance processes, the Data Management Committee will serve as a recommendation body to the university administrators for guidance on data information related issues and priorities.

The Data Management Committee, at a minimum will address the following duties:

- Share business knowledge and practices across units and divisions to optimize information management.
- Identify information that supports strategic planning initiatives as it relates to student success and operational efficiencies
- Provide guidance and recommendations on best-practice data information systems and processes including the evaluation of new business practices and data information delivery systems.
- Identify and resolve data quality issues.
- Create and manage the terms used for informational reporting so that reports are consistent, and terms are clearly defined.
- Provide easy and quick access of reports and information to university and community constituents while adhering to proper security access.
APPENDIX B

List of acronyms:

API Application Programming Interface
BIPMS Business Intelligence and Predictive Modeling System
CDO Chief Data Officer
CIO Chief Information Officer
CISO Chief Information Security Officer
CPO Chief Privacy Officer
DAMA Data Management Association (International)
DC Data Council
DGC Data Governance Council
DI Data Integration
DMC Data Management Committee
DO Data Interoperability
DQ Data Quality
DR Data Retention
DRF Data Request Form
DT Data Trustee
ERD External Reporting Data
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning
ES Enrollment Services
ETL Extract-Transform-Load
FERPA Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
HIPAA Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
HLC Higher Learning Commission
IRB Institutional Review Board
ITS Information Technology Services
KBE Key Business Element
KPI Key Performance Indicator
MDM Master Data Management
ODG Office of Data Governance
OPA Office of Planning & Analysis
PII Personally Identifiable Information
RAC Risk Advisory Committee
RPT Report specialist
SME Subject Mater Expert
SSOT Singe Source of Truth
SVOT Single Version of Truth
UADS University Assessment Data System
WSU Wichita State University